
GET INVOLVED! 

PITTSBURGHERS FOR PUBLIC TRANSIT (PPT) is 

an all-volunteer, grassroots organization of transit riders and workers 

fighting to defend and expand public transportation in Allegheny 

County.     

*To get more information and keep up to date on transit-related news 

& events… 

 Find us on Facebook 

 Visit our website at www.PittsburgersForPublicTransit.org  

 

*To contact us, send a message to SavePGHTransit@gmail.com  

*To help stop the cuts, check out the “TAKE ACTION” tab on our 

website for volunteer opportunities, contact info for elected officials, 

petitions, and other ways you can help save our transit.  Help save 

your bus now—don’t wait for “someone else” to do it! 

*To donate to PPT, use the PayPal link under the “Join/Contact/

Donate” tab of our website, or send a check made out to the 

“Thomas Merton Center” with “Economic Justice - Transit” in the 

memo line to the address below.  All donations are tax deductible! 

 Thomas Merton Center   

    Attn: Economic Justice Committee 

    5129 Penn Avenue 

    Pittsburgh, PA 15224 

    Allegheny County’s public transit system faces a catastrophic 35% cut in 

service effective September 2nd 2012 due to insufficient funding.  These 

cuts will have a devastating impact on the quality of life of hundreds of 

thousands of workers, people with disabilities, youth, and the elderly across 

our region.   

    46 of our 102 public transit routes will be completely eliminated.  Every 

remaining route will see a reduction in the number of daily trips, with some 

losing weekend service entirely.  All but 13 routes will cease to run after 10 

PM.  ACCESS, our nation-

ally-recognized paratransit 

service, will see its service 

reduced by 35%, leaving 

1,800 people with disabili-

ties cut off from the com-

munity at-large.  Fares are 

set for yet another increase.  

As many as 500 of our hard

-working transit workers 

will lose their jobs.   

    The cuts represent a dra-

matic blow to the standard 

of living of the people who 

live and work in 

“America’s Most Livable 

City.”  Tens of thousands 

stand to lose their means to 

get to work, school, the gro-

cery store, the doctor’s of-

fice, and their place of wor-

ship.  These cuts will leave 

commuters with no choice but to drive, leaving them with no way to avoid 

rising fuel prices.  Tens of thousands more cars on the road will mean 

longer commutes, more traffic accidents, and more air pollution.    

    This is the price we’re told that we have to pay, along with school clos-

ings, foreclosures, unemployment, and the skyrocketing costs of healthcare 

and higher education.  While we are forced to suffer through economic 

crises and public cutbacks, banks are being bailed out with trillions in pub-

lic money, corporations are making record profits without paying a dime in 

taxes, and hundreds of billions of our tax dollars are being wasted in wars 

on the other side of the planet.   

    We do not deserve any of this.  We’re told by corporate politicians from 

both parties and media outlets owned by billionaires that our transit work-

ers, by virtue of their earning decent family-sustaining wages and benefits, 

are to blame.  We must ask ourselves: shouldn’t we all be able to afford a 

decent standard of living?  To be able to afford a doctor when we’re ill?  

To be able to put our children through school?  To retire comfortably?  

These are the things that the members of ATU Local 85 stand accused of, 

things that many American workers used to take for granted.   

    Our current administra-

tion and lawmakers need to 

be held accountable if the 

cuts go through.  But we 

can’t forget that historically 

both parties have failed to 

solve our transportation 

woes, so our only alterna-

tive is to organize, as riders, 

as commuters, as citizens, 

as workers, as people who 

care about the future of our 

city and believe meeting 

human needs should be the 

first priority.  We need to 

stand together now to de-

mand long-term solutions to 

the transit crisis that don’t 

balance the budget on the 

backs of workers and our 

most vulnerable citizens. 

     The situation in Pitts-

burgh is not unique—cities all over the country from Boston to Chicago to 

Portland to Phoenix are facing the same attacks on public transportation.  

Working people from all backgrounds and places must join together to defeat 

these cuts and push for modern and affordable transit.  Young and old, black 

and white, union and unorganized, disabled, retired, blue-collar, white-collar: 

together we can fight back!  The resources are there to provide a quality tran-

sit system for everyone in this city, but they are squandered on maintaining 

the interests and profits of a tiny minority instead of the needs and rights of 

all people.  If we stand united, riders with workers, we can put a stop to the 

endless cycle of cuts and fight for an expanded and improved transit system!   

A Publication of Pittsburghers for Public Transit, 2012 Edition 

Stand Together for Transit 

Stats at a Glance 

 

In 2011, the Port Authority was forced to cut 15% of service, leaving 

over 90 communities in our county with no or drastically reduced service.   

 

We still do not have dedicated public funding for transportation, and now 

we are facing a 35% service cut this September—our region’s biggest 

transit system will practically be cut in half from what it was a year ago. 

 

If you ride the 2, 4, 7, 11, 14, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 26, 29, 36, 38, 40, 43, 

44, 52L, 53, 53L, 58, 60, 63, 64, 68, 69, 74, 78, 79, 89, 93, G3, G31, O5, 

P10, P12, P13, P16, P17, P67, P68, P69, P71, P76, P78, or Y45, your 

bus is slated to be eliminated.  If you ride any other bus, you will face 

serious service reductions. 

http://www.pittsburgersforpublictransit.org
mailto:SavePGHTransit@gmail.com


 WHO NEEDS TRANSIT?  

Nicole is a Port Authority rider who currently 
lives in Bloomfield.  She holds jobs as a grocery 
and botany database worker. 

Initially, the March 2011 cuts made me move from 
my Zone 2 Penn Hills residence to Zone 1 in the city 
so I could keep my jobs.  At least I had the option of 
moving, which most people do not.  I thought when 
I got to the city my transit issues would subside, but 
now my way to work is once again in jeopardy. How 
can I live in ‘the most livable city’ (two years in a 
row!) and be forced to have to walk or drive to 
work.  The most livable city should have the most 
amazing transit system, because public transit goes 
hand in hand with living in a city! At least I was un-
der that impression.  I recently visited Austin, Texas 
(a red state!) and they had a better transit system 
than ours.  A 24-hour day pass was only two dollars.  
I can’t even get to work for two dollars!   Port Au-
thority should and could be that awesome!  

Myth 1.  We have a transit crisis because of a spending problem. 
It’s a funding problem.  The perception is that the Port Authority is being 

bailed out every year, but the reality is that our state government in particular 

has failed to find a stable, dedicated source of funding for transit for 20 

years.  Costs have risen in line with inflation, but public funding for Port 

Authority at every level of government has remained the same or decreased.  

With every cut made due to a loss of government revenue, PAT loses more 

customers, which in turn decreases their public funding that is based on rid-

ership.  This cycle creates a death spiral for public transit in our region.  

 

Myth 2.  During hard times like these, the government needs to cut back 

on public transit. 

The transit crisis in our region preceded the current economic crisis, but even 

still, funding public services like transportation, education, and healthcare 

should be a greater priority during hard times.  By providing jobs and afford-

able means of transport to work, school, medical appointments, businesses, 

etc, public transit is part of the solution to the economic crisis, and not part 

of the problem.  In the end, these cuts will cost our community far more if 

they go through than it would to prevent them.  One of the great transit para-

doxes is that during an economic downturn, ridership tends to go up while 

funding goes down.   

 

Myth 3.  Even if our governments should fund transportation and other 

public services, there’s no money to do so. 

If there is no money to do so, it is because our governments continue to give 

outrageous tax breaks to and maintain tax loopholes for corporations.  $70 

billion in revenue was lost at the federal level last year due to tax breaks for 

corporations; $833 million in our state alone.  74% of corporations in PA pay 

no taxes; 84% pay less than a family with a yearly income of $36,000.  See 

our stats on “Funding Priorities” on the back page!  

 

Myth 4. Public transit is a “welfare service” paid for by the many for 

the benefit of the few.    
Whether you ride a bike, drive a car, take a bus, or even walk on a sidewalk, 

all forms of transportation are publically subsidized, so transportation fund-

ing benefits everyone.  Between 75 and 80% of public funds at both the fed-

eral and state levels go towards roads and bridges—not mass transit.  In real-

ity, mass transit is more environmentally friendly and cost effective than 

most alternatives, supporting the infrastructure of our state’s largest econo-

mies. 

 

Myth 5. The Port Authority is to blame for the crisis; they are taking 

away our buses; they can solve the crisis if they want to. 

PAT has cut costs by over $50 million in the past three years to become one 

of the most efficient transit systems in the country.  They don’t want to make 

service cuts, but, since they cannot legally run a deficit, the only means that 

they have to balance their budget (besides getting dedicated public funding) 

is to make cuts, layoffs, and fare hikes. 

 

Myth 6.  The Port Authority was able to purchase new buses, put bike 

racks and electronic fare boxes on all its buses, and finish the North 

Shore Connector, so how can they complain about lack of funding?  

They spent all their money building a useless “tunnel to nowhere” and 

now they don’t have money left to operate their buses.   

These purchases were funded through dedicated sources for capital improve-

ment. The Port Authority is not allowed by law to use the funds granted for 

capital expenses in order to operate services.  Unfortunately, Port Author-

ity’s current deficit concerns its operating budget, and the fact is that at this 

moment there is not a comprehensive, dedicated source of funding for our 

public transit to run the level of service that it has in the past.   

 

Myth 7. What about the previous funds that former Governor Rendell 

made available to the Port Authority in the past? Port Authority's fund-

ing crisis should have been solved by now. 

Those funds came from temporary funding sources and only provided a tem-

porary solution. Due to the increase in costs for fuel, health care, and pen-

sion contributions the deficit/shortfall became even higher.  With costs rising 

and funding remaining the same or decreasing, the transit crisis will only be 

solved when there is a dedicated, long-term funding source for PAT’s oper-

ating budget that is established by law. 

 

Myth 8. What about the Drink and Rental Car Taxes that Dan Onorato 

instituted to fund transit? 

The revenue from local drink and rental car taxes only replaced existing 

funding from Allegheny County; it does not supply additional funds.   

 

Myth 9.  The Amalgamated Transit Union is to blame for the crisis. 

The ATU Local 85 has already made unprecedented concessions for tens of 

millions of dollars in savings per year—$93 million in their last contract.  

Old contracts cannot legally be renegotiated, but the concessions that current 

employees are being asked to make would take almost $600 a month out of 

every worker’s pocket.  Moreover, workers are being asked to make these 

huge sacrifices with absolutely no job security in return since, without dedi-

cated public funding, PAT will face more cuts and layoffs next year.  See our 

article, “The Union Makes Pittsburgh Transit Better,” on the back page! 

 

Myth 10.  Bus drivers are paid too much for an unskilled job; they get 

too much overtime; their benefits are too good; they are to blame. 

Their wages, starting at $16.05/hr and topping out at $24.50/hr, are compara-

ble to those of other transit systems PAT’s size.  Far from being an unskilled 

position, driving a bus requires a commercial license and hundreds of hours 

of training per route.  Drivers work a stressful job with long and often split 

shifts wherein they are responsible for the safety and wellbeing of hundreds 

of people.  They work on all days of the week, at all sorts of times, through 

all kinds of weather, and during holidays.  PAT management often prefers or 

even requires driver overtime because it is cheaper than hiring and training 

new employees.  As stated above, transit workers are contributing more to 

their pensions and healthcare than ever before.  While it is unfortunately no 

longer the norm, all workers deserve to have decent benefits.  We should be 

fighting for everyone to have them, not begrudging those who do. 

 

Myth 11.  Privatization is the solution to our transit woes. 

Privatization drives fares up and wages down while providing service only 

when and where it’s profitable to do so, leaving many without service.  See 

our article, “The Case for Public Transit” on the next page!  

 

Myth 12.  Port Authority needs some competition; they have a monopoly 

on transit, and that’s why they can increase fares whenever they want. 

PAT is not a for-profit company.  It is a public company created by a state 

charter after the failure of over thirty private transit companies in Pittsburgh.  

When they raise fares, it is because they have insufficient public funding to 

cover their operating expenses, not because they are trying to generate more 

profit for their owners.  Keep in mind that every ride you take is subsi-

dized—only about 20% of operating revenue comes from the fare box. 

Stats at a Glance 

Who uses transit? 

Port Authority riders per weekday: 

225,000 

Of all riders…  

 54% are commuting to work. 

 15% are commuting to school. 

 6% are going to medical appoint-

ments. 

 50% of workers in Downtown and 

25% in Oakland commute to their 

job via bus. 

 33% of bus riders’ household in-

comes are below the poverty line. 

 70% of riders do not have access to 

a car at the time of their trip. 

 

Debunking Myths about the Transit Crisis in Pittsburgh 

Myth 13. There’s no point to fight against cuts; they happen every year regardless of what we do; PAT and politicians won’t listen to us.  

The only way we are going to get more, better, cheaper transit is by coming together to demand it.  But we absolutely can win—with your help!      

www.PittsburghersForPublicTransit.org  



 WHO NEEDS TRANSIT?   

Raymond is a worker and 

an ACCESS user who 

lives in Sturgeon.  He 

spoke at a rally outside 

the Port Authority public 

hearing on the cuts in 

February. 

My name is Raymond 

Ostrander.  I’m 30 yrs old; 

I’m from Sturgeon. I have 

worked at Goodwill Indus-

tries since 2000 and have 

had Access Transportation 

since 2002. I have used AC-

CESS for almost 10 years 

in June. 

I enjoy my job at Goodwill. 

I have developed quality 

friendships, learned inde-

pendence and developed a 

sense of being a productive 

citizen. If I lose my AC-

CESS service, my parents 

cannot provide transporta-

tion and that would mean I 

would have to quit my job. 

I have a lot to offer in life 

and Access Transportation plays a major role in helping me succeed in life. There are 

many folks in Allegheny County who have similar stories and depend on this service.  

My drivers told me that they don’t want to lose their jobs. They love their work, and 

they take good care of the riders like me. 

I’m not allowed to ride my wheelchair around in my neighborhood because there are 

no sidewalks, only streets in my area.  That's why I want to use my ACCESS.  Because 

it helps me to get round here.  I don't want to lose my job at Goodwill, and I can't stay 

home everyday. So, please don't take my ACCESS away from me.  

Share why you need public transportation by clicking on the Tell Your Transit Story link under the “Take Action” tab on our website!  

 www.PittsburghersForPublicTransit.org  

Transit Helps Make Pittsburgh a Greener City 

Pittsburgh is trying to establish itself as a “green city,” leading the way in innovative 

environmentally-friendly jobs, technologies, and policies.  Cuts to public transit would be a 

major step back in these efforts.   

The Federal Transportation Administration and Environmental Protection Agency’s 

2010 study of mass transit and climate change finds that public transit helps the environment 

by “providing a low emissions alternative to driving, facilitating compact land use, and mini-

mizing the carbon footprint of transit operations and construction.”  The city’s industrial past 

left Pittsburgh with one of the worst air qualities in the country.  Public transit produces 95% 

less carbon monoxide, more than 92% fewer volatile organic compounds and nearly half as 

much carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxides than 

a typical car for every passenger mile traveled.   

Besides using no vehicles, switching to public 

transportation is the most substantial way that 

you can reduce your carbon footprint—

exponentially more effective than retrofitting 

your home, buying Energy Star appliances, or 

driving a hybrid vehicle.  Mass transit also 

minimizes our gas consumption and reliance 

upon foreign oil, saving 4.2 billion gallons of 

gasoline a year in the U.S.  Buses that are full, 

according to PAT, are six times more fuel effi-

cient than cars and for every 10,000 commut-

ers who switch from solo vehicles to public 

transit, 2.7 million gallons of fuel are saved.    

 Port Authority can lead the way in 

green initiatives that benefit our environment 

and community health by improving our air 

quality and reducing run-off pollution to our 

water supply.  But it needs funding to do so.  

Increased investment in transit would allow 

Port Authority to go greener by expanding 

their hybrid fleet, further experimenting with 

biodiesel fueling options, and implementing 

efficient bus rapid transit systems.  Public 

transportation infrastructure and innovation are 

keys to the sustainable development and gen-

eral well-being of our region.  

Photo Credit: Tom Jefferson 

The Case for PUBLIC Transit 

 There are many cautionary tales from around the 

globe of cities that privatized their public transit systems to 

disastrous effects: Santiago, Chile to the London Under-

ground to Denver, Colorado. But we don’t need to look any 

further than Pittsburgh to see that privatization doesn’t 

work.  In fact, the Port Authority was founded in the 1960s 

due to the failure of more than thirty private transit compa-

nies in Allegheny County.  With the Port Authority in fi-

nancial straits, we’re hearing calls for privatization, often 

from the same decisionmakers whose failure to adequately 

fund public transit helped create this crisis.  It has been sug-

gested that a company like Veolia, a multi-national corpo-

ration that already manages much of the para-transit and 

taxi service in Pittsburgh, should take over for Port Author-

ity.  Companies like Veolia are contract services that  are 

still significantly subsidized by the public.  They operate by 

leasing  public equipment for a nominal amount and then 

giving it back after it has been run into the ground.  More-

over, their services are subject to volatile markets.  Since 

last year, Veolia actually has decided to cut and sell most of 

their transportation division due to slumping share prices—

hardly a more “efficient” or “sustainable” model for transit. 

For another concrete local example of how privati-

zation doesn’t work, consider the fallout from PAT’s last 

two major service cuts.  After the agency reduced service 

hours by 15% in 2007, none of the 29 routes eliminated 

were picked up by private carriers.  After another 15% ser-

vice cut last March, the private company Lenzner Coaches 

cherry picked only the two best commuter routes (the 13J 

and 13K) to take over, and they still failed! “Competition” 

has not only fallen short of driving prices down for com-

muters, fares have actually increased by 75%.  Besides 

costing more, tickets have to be purchased in advance and 

are not nontransferable; no discounts apply for elderly or 

disabled passengers.  Consequently, ridership has gone 

down so severely that the 13J has already been cancelled, 

and the 13K is down to just one trip a day.   

It is no secret that every time a route is privatized, 

fares go up and wages go down.  Some people may argue 

that wages for drivers should go down.  However, studies 

show that companies who do not provide their drivers with 

competitive wages and benefits for performing a very de-

manding job have such a high turnover rate that the addi-

tional costs they spend on hiring and training negates any 

savings they may get by compensating workers less.  A 

high employee turnover rate also leads to understaffing and 

a less experienced staff, which means worse service and 

safety for riders.  

While riders who keep service after privatization 

pay a lot more, most of us just lose our service altogether.  

When private companies take over transit, they only oper-

ate those routes that are profitable, stranding many of the 

people who depend upon it the most, such as residents of 

low-income neighborhoods or senior independent-living 

complexes.  This runs counter to the core benefit of public 

transportation to provide basic mobility for people who do 

not drive and could not make the trip otherwise. In order to 

fulfill this basic need, transit providers must be able to offer 

low ridership, off-peak service even when there is no profit 

in it. Besides, alternatives to public transit such as para-

transit services are in fact more costly.  In Allegheny 

County, for a senior citizen with no access to public transit 

who uses para-transit instead, the state contribution goes up 

from $2.25 - $4 to over $20 per trip. 

Even private businesses in Pittsburgh agree that 

Port Authority should remain public and receive adequate 

public funding.  Very pro-business institutions like the 

Greater Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce, the Allegheny 

Conference, and the Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership 

know that having a robust public transit system is vital to 

our economy.  As major beneficiaries of transit, the mem-

bers of these institutions should be stepping up to support it 

financially.  In the end, privatizing mass transportation and 

other core infrastructure makes systems less efficient 

through competition and reduces quality of service and 

equipment by trying to keep the overhead costs low.  Not 

only is public transit cheaper and better, it ensures access 

and equity.  It is a human right and public service, like edu-

cation, that we invest in as a community because it benefits 

everyone even if we don’t all use it directly. 

Stats at a Glance 

 

According to the American Public 

Transportation Association, PUBLIC 

TRANSIT ANNUALLY SAVES…  

 

the U.S.: 

37 million metric tons of carbon diox-

ide  

4.2 billion gallons of gasoline (that’s 

11 million gallons a day!) 

 

Households: 

8,000 dollars  

4,400 miles of driving 

 

Commuters: 

541 million hours of travel time 

340 million gallons of fuel 

10.2 billion dollars of fuel costs 

 

In Allegheny County, one bus takes 

40 cars off the road and riding in a 

bus is 79x safer than driving a car! 



 WHO NEEDS TRANSIT? 

Jim is a Port Authority bus 

driver who lives in Highland 

Park. 

I worked at Port Authority for 

slightly over a year and prior to 

that I was a Flight Attendant for 

nearly 8 years with US Airways 

and a few other carriers. I, along 

with roughly 200 other employ-

ees, lost my job in March of 2011 

when Port Authority made a 15% 

service cut.  Many of my friends 

who were laid off faced serious 

hardships.  One lost his house; 

another had to move his family 

halfway across the country to find 

another job in transit that didn’t 

pay as well; others worked two or 

three jobs to make ends meet.  I 

eventually found a temporary 

position as a supplemental em-

ployee for the Pennsylvania 

Turnpike, often commuting 80 miles or more to get to work. 

It was very difficult to be laid off.  I truly loved what I was doing driving the 

bus and dealing with the many passengers I transported on a daily basis.  

When you are with passengers eight hours a day, they become part of your life 

and you are used to hearing about them and their stories.  After seeing the ef-

fect of the cuts, I wonder about the people I came in contact with and how 

they are doing.  I know that things will be even worse for them in September 

there will be even more service cuts. 

Now I’ve been recalled as a driver for Port Authority, but I don’t know how 

long the job will last with more service cuts on the way.  The recall of me and 

my fellow drivers will solve a staffing issue, but it will not restore lost service, 

which is what we all need to keep fighting for.  We need a source of revenue 

for transit without taking it out on the backs of the workforce.  We all need to 

get in the streets.  The union needs to join with the community and the com-

munity needs to join with the union to fight this battle together. 

Stats at a Glance 

Better priorities would fund transit . 

 

The Port Authority faces a $64 million deficit—here are 

some figures to put that number into perspective and show 

how easy it should be to find the money we need to keep and 

improve our service. 
 

 Governor Corbett’s proposed budget makes deep cuts to educa-

tional, environmental, and medical programs, fails to fix the transit 

crisis (against the recommendations of his own bipartisan Transit 

Funding Advisory Committee), and yet still manages to give more 

tax breaks to corporations—$275 million worth this year by con-

tinuing his phase out of the capital stock and franchise taxes. 

 The Institute of Taxation & Economic Policy has named Pennsyl-

vania one of the “Terrible 10”—the 10 states with the most unfair 

system of taxation.  The middle 20% of households in PA pay 

over 9% of their income in state and local taxes while the top 1% 

pay less than 4% after federal offsets. 

 The State of Pennsylvania has one of the lowest drilling fees in the 

nation for “fracking” or natural gas extraction, which is polluting 

our land and water.  Even Texas charges over twice what we do!   

 74% of Pennsylvania corporations pay no state taxes. 

 One corporate tax loophole called the “Delaware Loophole” costs 

the State of PA over half a billion dollars a year in lost revenue. 

 83 of the top 100 traded companies have off shore tax havens.  

The estimated annual loss of tax revenue nationally is between 

$70 and  $100 billion. 

 The deficit in Port Authority’s operating budget is less than  the 

$65.4 million of Allegheny County taxpayers’ money that will go 

towards the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan this year (a drop in the 

bucket of the $121.1 billion we will spend on them as a nation). 

 Obama’s extension of Bush’s tax cuts for the ultra-rich will cost 

the U.S. $120 billion in two years. 

 One major source of the Port Authority’s budget shortfall is the 

skyrocketing costs of healthcare, which  have doubled since 2003.  

Meanwhile,  our region’s biggest healthcare companies, UPMC 

and Highmark, each posted well over $400 million in profits last 

year and paid NO taxes since they are technically “non-profits.” 

This newspaper is brought to you by the Pittsburghers for Public Transit Media Working Group! 

 

www.PittsburghersForPublicTransit.org  

The Union Makes Pittsburgh Transit Better 

 
Like many public-sector unions nationwide, the 

Amalgamated Transit Union is currently facing attacks 

that damage all workers’ rights and livelihoods.  While 

Local 85 is often blamed for Pittsburgh’s transportation 

crisis, they are in fact a crucial part of the solution to it. 

It is because of the ATU—not in spite of it—that Pitts-

burgh has a safe and reliable mass transit system. It is 

because of the union that the women and men who 

clean, drive, and repair our buses are able to take pride 

in their work. Studies have shown that unionized work-

ers are more able to get unsafe working conditions cor-

rected, and that employer compliance with health and 

safety rules is much better when there are union safety 

representatives. 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, driving a bus is one of the most hazardous jobs in the U.S. resulting in the most non-fatal injuries of any 

occupation. Transit unions have been at the forefront of making mass transit safer, for both riders and drivers.  Unions are also vital to the health of the local 

economy. Workers who are in unions generally have more buying power than those who aren’t. Non-union bus drivers working for private companies are 

five times less likely to have healthcare coverage and often make less than $9 an hour, or, under $19,000 a year. The union enables transit workers to earn 

decent wages and benefits, and results in a stable workforce 

committed to their jobs. 

  The importance of union membership goes far be-

yond dollars and cents. Being a member of a union is about 

demanding dignity and respect at work. Unions also protect 

workers from employer retaliation when they speak out on 

issues. Study after study has shown that workers represented 

by unions are more likely to be aware of their rights, and 

therefore to insist on fair pay, safe working conditions, fam-

ily medical leave, and workplaces free of discrimination. 

ATU Local 85 has been an important force in fighting for 

equality for transit riders and transit workers of all racial and 

ethnic backgrounds. It has played a vital role in helping to 

make our community a good place to live.   

 Because of their union, ATU members are not afraid 

to criticize the Port Authority or government policies with 

which they disagree. Right now they are fighting for some-

thing they strongly believe in – good transit service for the 

people of Allegheny County and good transportation for all 

Pennsylvanians. They are fighting for us, and we should all 

join them in this fight. 


